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Chairwoman Gossage and members of the committee, 

I hope that we’ve learned a lot over the last several years. 

In September of 2021, Former FDA commissioner Dr Scott Gotleib admitted that the 6’ distance rule that 

Dr Fauci and his HHS colleagues imposed upon Americans was “arbitrary”, and not, after all, science 

based. 

Studies have shown that lock downs had no impact in reducing infection. In fact, the lockdowns had 

many negative affects on both the economy, mental health and the general overall health outcomes of 

many other illnesses.  In fact suicide jumped by 50% among children. 

The blatant and relentless manipulation of data served only to instill fear and propagate the vaccine 

agenda. 

What these mandates did was to create complete CONTROL and DIVISION among the people of our 

country,  within our own state and our communities. 

When we were told to “follow the science”, the only science we were ever presented with went 

completely against what those in charge were feeding the public. 

Even when Pfizer representatives were questioned in court, they admitted that the injections were never 

tested to stop transmission, in fact, we know that they shed virus to those around them, perpetuating 

the spread, even to this day as they continue to boost those who are still willing to take the injections, 

continuing the shed and spread.   

Drs absolutely refuse to give medical exemptions, out of fear of losing their license.  In fact, at this point 

we KNOW that they were threatened to follow the mandates or suffer the consequences, yet, we were 

told to “trust” our Drs. 

I have a friend who worked for Via Christi who had to quit her job because her Dr refused to give her a 

medical exemption, although, she’d been previously hospitalized from side effects from previous 

vaccines.  Who then, should be exempt? 

We need to be able to study the facts….the science for ourselves.  We need to have true Informed 

Consent, yet the inserts for the covid injection still states, “intentionally blank”.   

Understanding our own health and the health of our children and loved ones, WE should be able to 

decide what goes into our bodies!  WE should decide whether morally or medically, if this is OK for us. 



What happened over the last several years is criminal!  In fact we KNOW from testimony given in 

Washington recently that our own government and DOD were involved in creating this bio weapon.  We 

MUST have the right to protect ourselves from this and future tyranny and our state MUST vote to retain 

those rights! 

AS I recently listened to a whistleblower from the KDHE, we have now hired someone who is from within 

the military with NO medical experience whatsoever to control future mandates.  This should concern 

ALL of you! 

We have already turned over too many of our freedoms based on political policy rather than opening our 

eyes and standing up for what is right. 

 

We’ve always had the right to take an injection, wear a mask if we feel necessary and quarantine 

ourselves when we feel threatened or if we’re sick.  Those rights have always been there.  It’s the rights 

of those who don’t wish to take a biological injection or wish to breathe fresh air, you know, getting a full 

deep breath to clear our lungs and not have a moist mask growing bacteria on it as we take each breath 

on our face, that had our rights taken from us.  THIS is science!   

In my opinion, our government has proven to be untrustworthy to make such important decisions for me 

and my family.   

Please give the freedom back to the people. 

 


